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The pilot plant experiments were realised in 1967 and afterwards the rapid progress of this mining
method followed in parallel with research works and the gradual solution of the technical and
technological problems. A great number of the original technological and technical devices for the
proper production and the following remediation of the affected area have been developed during
the years. Vast experience has been gained in the methods of optimisation of the mining process and
control of underground hydraulics over large area (designing and operation of hydraulic barriers.,
pumping centres, etc).

In the deposit Straz there are very difficult conditions for ISL. Part of the deposit is composed of
badly leachable hydrozirkonium ores, part of well leachable ores occurring in even worse permeable
rocks. Owing to these conditions it has been necessary to use the a.cid leaching with the high batches
of sulphuric acid. An effective time for the process in some parts of the deposit has been more then
20 years. Under these conditions it has been impossible to optimise an exploitation without
mathematical models.

Fig. /: Example of well assessment

A fairly detailed model description of the deposit is necessary for successful modelling. The model
has to contain information about the permeability of different layers of a geological profile,
information about rock composition, about the types of ores, and distribution of the ores in the
geological profile. Chemical reactions of the leaching process are usually slower then the global
flow of the solutions in the Straz deposit. The leaching process is heavily depended on the acidity of
the leaching solution in the case of some ores. The kinetic functions enable to model both main
reactions, uranium leaching and the reaction of acid with the rock, under continually changing
conditions in the orebody.
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TECHNOLOGICAL WELL

The lab tests and core well technological assessment methodics were worked out for the modelling
needs, the mineable reserves estimation and the mining schedule selection purposes. The lower ore-
bearing profile part is sampled in steps (10cm). The capping non-bearing parts of the elder wells
were not sampled at all. The new ones were sampled at 0.5 - 2 m. Besides chemical analysis,
standard tests of the sulphuric acid consumption are performed for each sample and teachability
standard tests for each sample with the ore-bearing balance. The lab assessment of the filtration
coefficients kxy, kz was performed for 5 - 10% of the samples and the values for the rest were
counted ace. to the regression coherence with the Al and Ti content for the area given.
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FIG. 2. Example of model results

Each sample is then subjoined to one of the 23 technological types. Classification is performed ace.
to the position on the geological profile, the permeability, the metal volume and the teachability. All
of the data is summarized in the data basis system GTIS. This system performs an automatic well
interpretation proposal based on the input data. The interpretator will use these results and will
perform the interpretation based on the comparison with neighbour wells. At the same time some
mistakes, which are either going out from the geological documentation subjective character or they
appeared during the primary data processing, are found and corrected and the areas with the core
loss are completed.

KINETIC FUNCTIONS SETTINGS

The area assessment begins with creating geotechnological cuts along the core well lines. The
interpretation is performed in the interactive graphic mode. Eventual issues coming out of the
geological documentation subjective substance are treated during this definitive interpretation. Also
other experiences from the parts not directly contained in the databases - e. g. small tectonics with
the shifts amount to several meters are used. Separate samples are put together creating higher group
levels, usually lithotechnological segments and layers. A sample mixture is then taken (with the
proportional representation ace. to the thickness in separate layers) for long-term lab test purposes.
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The test objective is to gain a kinetic description of the 2 main reactions: sulphuric acid
consumption and uranium leaching. The homogenized sample mixture is divided into several
columns through which differently composed solutions go (the content of the acid, oxidants and
other salts eventually) and sometimes at different temperatures too. The liquid phase analyses are
performed at the kinetic points 1,3, 10, 100, 300 and 1000 days.

3 - 8 samples and 3 - 6 solutions are evaluated for separate areas. The mathematical formula of
kinetic functions will be derived from these curves. It is possible to use the kinetic functions of the
sooner examined analogic rock and ore types for the preliminary evaluation and the clue is the
micro test data file. The quantity of results enables the transfer of lab results achieved on the
crushed rock into real underground conditions.

NUMERICAL MODELLING APPROACH

3D transport - reactive model based on the finite elements and finite volumes method was
developed to model the ISL process. This model is used for the well network optimisation and for
the frame leaching schedule definition for the area. This model uses six-sided final elements with 20
nodes in corners and in the middle of the element which enable the triquadratic pressure
interpolation. The filtration velocity is derived from the pressure derivations. We estimate the
solutions movements for appropriate directions during a time unit using the numeric interpretation
of the filtration velocity at the element sides. Considering the quadratic pressure interpolation does
not guarantee the continuity of its derivations at the element sides, the counted movements
balancing is performed by the least squares method.

The materials transport and the chemical reactions are solved in a separate part of the model. The
acid and uranium concentrations in the solution and the reagents and residual uranium
concentrations in the rock are counted in separate elements and time steps. Two groups of reactions
are considered: the sulphuric acid with rock reaction and the uranium leaching itself. Their process
velocity depends on the acid concentration. The reagents are divided into several complexes with
different kinetics. The complexes are not defined mineralogically, but technologically only, based
on the lab data. The model meets the substance balance at a very precise level.

A model for the concrete area is completed according to geotechnological cuts defining the separate
layer thickness, average permeability, uranium content and the acid consumption per 1 t of the rock.
The parameters for the reaction kinetics equations of elder fields are estimated according to lab tests
and precised according to operational results. As concerning the leaching fields, where the long-
term tests are not completed, the recovered deposit parts analogy is used there.

For better understanding of the underground processes, it is possible to assess the leaching process
on the computer screen.
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